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The system created in ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions is known to behave as an almost ideal8

liquid. In non-central collisions, due to the large orbital momentum, such a system might be the fluid9

with the highest vorticity ever created under laboratory conditions. Particles emerging from such10

a highly vorticous fluid are expected to be globally polarized with their spins on average pointing11

along the system angular momentum. Vorticity-induced polarization is the same for particles and12

antiparticles, but the intense magnetic field generated in these collisions may lead to the splitting13

in polarization. In this paper we outline the thermal approach to the calculation of the global14

polarization phenomenon for particles with spin and we discuss the details of the experimental15

study of this phenomenon, estimating the effect of feed-down. A general formula is derived for the16

polarization transfer in two-body decays and, particularly, for strong and electromagnetic decays.17

We find that accounting for such effects is crucial when extracting vorticity and magnetic field from18

the experimental data.19

PACS numbers: 25.75.Ld, 25.75.Gz, 05.70.Fh20

I. INTRODUCTION21

Heavy ion collisions at ultrarelativistic energies create22

a strongly interacting system characterized by extremely23

high temperature and energy density. For a large fraction24

of its lifetime the system shows strong collective effects25

and can be described by relativistic hydrodynamics. In26

particular, the large elliptic flow observed in such colli-27

sions, indicate that the system is strongly coupled, with28

extremely low viscosity to entropy ratio [1]. From the29

very success of the hydrodynamic description, one can30

also conclude that the system might possess an extremely31

high vorticity, likely the highest ever made under the lab-32

oratory conditions.33

A simple estimate of the non-relativistic vorticity, de-34

fined as1
35

ω =
1

2
∇× v, (1)

can be made based on a very schematic picture of the36

collision depicted in Fig. 1. As the projectile and target37

spectators move in opposite direction with the velocity38

close to the speed of light, the z component of the collec-39

tive velocity in the system close to the projectile specta-40

tors and that close to the target spectators are expected41

to be different. Assuming that this difference is a frac-42

tion of the speed of light, e.g. 0.1 (in units of the speed of43

light), and that the transverse size of the system is about44

5 fm, one concludes that the vorticity in the system is of45

the order 0.02 fm−1 ≈ 1022 s−1.46

1 sometimes the vorticity is defined without the factor 1/2; we use
the definition that gives the vorticity of the fluid rotating as a
whole with a constant angular velocity Ω, to be ω = Ω

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the collision. Arrows indicate the
flow velocity field. The +ŷ direction is out of the page; both
the orbital angular momentum and the magnetic field point
into the page.

In relativistic hydrodynamics, several extensions of the47

non-relativistic vorticity defined above can be introduced48

(see ref. [2] for a review). As we will see below, the49

appropriate relativistic quantity for the study of global50

polarization is the thermal vorticity:51

$µν =
1

2
(∂νβµ − ∂µβν) (2)

where βµ = (1/T )uµ is the four-temperature vector, u52

being the hydrodynamic velocity and T the proper tem-53

perature. At an approximately constant temperature,54

thermal vorticity can be roughly estimated by $ ∼ ω/T55

where ω is the local vorticity, which, for typical condi-56

tions, appears to be of the order of a percent by us-57

ing the above estimated vorticity and the temperature58

T ∼ 100 MeV.59

Vorticity plays a very important role in the system evo-60

lution. Accounting for vorticity (via tuning the initial61

conditions and specific viscosity) it was possible to quan-62
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titatively describe the rapidity dependence of directed63

flow [3, 4], which, at present, can not be described by any64

model not including initial angular momentum [2, 5, 6].65

Vorticous effects may also strongly affect the baryon66

dynamics of the system, leading to a separation of baryon67

and antibaryons along the vorticity direction (perpendic-68

ular to the reaction plane) – the so-called Chiral Vortical69

Effect (CVE). The CVE is similar in many aspects to70

the more familiar Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) - the71

electric charge separation along the magnetic field. For72

recent reviews on those and similar effects, as well as the73

status of the experimental search for those phenomena,74

see [7, 8]. For a reliable theoretical calculation of both ef-75

fects one has to know the vorticity of the created system76

as well as the evolution of (electro)magnetic field.77

Finally, and most relevant for the present work, vor-78

ticity induces a local alignment of particles spin along its79

direction. The general idea that particles are polarized80

in peripheral relativistic heavy ion collisions along the81

initial (large) angular momentum of the plasma and its82

qualitative features were put forward more than a decade83

ago [9–13]. The idea that polarization is determined by84

the condition of local thermodynamic equilibrium and85

its quantitative link to thermal vorticity were developed86

in refs. [14, 19]. The assumption that spin degrees of87

freedom locally equilibrate in much the same way as mo-88

mentum degrees of freedom makes it possible to provide89

a definite quantitative estimate of polarization through90

a suitable extension of the well known Cooper-Frye for-91

mula.92

This phenomenon of global (that is, along the com-93

mon direction of the total angular momentum) polariza-94

tion has an intimate relation to the Barnett effect [16] -95

magnetization by rotation - where a fraction of the or-96

bital momentum associated with the body rotation is ir-97

reversibly transformed into the spin angular momentum98

of the atoms (electrons), which, on the average, point99

along the angular vector. Because of the proportionality100

between spin and magnetic moment, this tiny polariza-101

tion gives rise to a finite magnetization of the rotating102

body, hence a magnetic field. Even closer to our case is103

the recent observation of the electron spin polarization104

in vorticous fluid [17] where the ”global polarization” of105

electron spin has been observed due to non-zero vorticity106

of the fluid. In condensed matter physics the gyromag-107

netic phenomena are often discussed on the basis of the108

so-called Larmor’s theorem [18], which states that the109

effect of the rotation on the system is equivalent to the110

application of the magnetic field B = −γ−1Ω, where γ111

is the particle gyromagnetic ratio.112

It is worth pointing out that, however, polarization by113

rotation and by application of an external magnetic field114

are conceptually distinct effects. Particularly, the polar-115

ization by rotation is the same for particles and antipar-116

ticles, whereas polarization by magnetic field is opposite.117

This means that, for example, magnetization by rotation118

(i.e. Barnett effect) cannot be observed in a completely119

neutral system and the aforementioned Larmor’s theo-120

rem cannot be applied; for this purpose, an imbalance121

between matter and antimatter is necessary.122

In this regard, the global polarization phenomenon in123

heavy ion collisions is peculiarly different from that ob-124

served in condensed matter physics for the density of par-125

ticles and antiparticles are approximately equal, so that126

non-zero global polarization does not necessarily imply a127

magnetization. This system thus provides a unique pos-128

sibility for a direct observation of the transformation of129

the orbital momentum into spin. Furthermore, note that130

in heavy ion collisions, the polarization of the particles131

can be directly measured via their decays (in particular132

via parity violating weak decays).133

Calculations of global polarization in relativistic heavy134

ion collisions have been performed using different tech-135

niques and assumptions. Several recent calculations em-136

ploy 3+1D hydrodynamic simulations and use the as-137

sumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium [2, 19–21];138

observing quite a strong dependence on the initial con-139

ditions. While local thermodynamic equilibrium for the140

spin degrees of freedom remains an assumption - as no es-141

timates of the corresponding relaxation times exist - such142

an approach has a clear advantage in terms of simplicity143

of the calculations. All of the discussion below is mostly144

based on this assumption; to simplify the discussion even145

more, we will often use the non-relativistic limit.146

It should be pointed out that different approaches -147

without local thermodynamic equilibrium - to the esti-148

mate of Λ polarization in relativistic nuclear collisions149

were also proposed [22–25].150

The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we151

introduce the main definitions concerning spin and po-152

larization in a relativistic framework; in Section III we153

outline the thermodynamic approach to the calculation154

of the polarization and provide the relevant formulae for155

relativistic nuclear collisions; in Section IV we address156

the measurement of Λ polarization and in Section V the157

alignment of vector mesons; finally in Section VI we dis-158

cuss in detail the effect of decays on the measurement of159

Λ polarization.160

Notation161

In this paper we use the natural units, with ~ =162

c = kB = 1. The Minkowskian metric tensor is163

diag(1,−1,−1,−1); for the Levi-Civita symbol we use164

the convention ε0123 = 1. Operators in Hilbert space will165

be denoted by a large upper hat, e.g. T̂ while unit vectors166

with a small upper hat, e.g. v̂.167

II. SPIN AND POLARIZATION: BASIC168

DEFINITIONS169

In non-relativistic quantum-mechanics, the mean spin170

vector is defined as:171

S = 〈Ŝ〉 = tr(ρ̂ Ŝ) (3)
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where ρ̂ is the density operator of the particle under con-172

sideration and Ŝ the spin operator. The density operator173

can be either a pure quantum state or a mixed state, like174

in the case of thermodynamic equilibrium. The polar-175

ization vector is defined as the mean value of the spin176

operator normalized to the spin of the particle:177

P = 〈Ŝ〉/S (4)

so that its maximal value is 1, that is ‖P‖ ≤ 1.178

A proper relativistic extension of the spin concept, for179

massive particles, requires the introduction of a spin four-180

vector operator. This is defined as follows (see e.g. [26]):181

182

Ŝµ = − 1

2m
εµνρλĴνρp̂λ (5)

where Ĵ and p̂ are the angular momentum operator and183

four-momentum operator of a single particle. As it can184

be easily shown, the spin four-vector operator commutes185

with the four-momentum operator (hence it is a compat-186

ible observable) and it is space-like on free particle states187

as it is orthogonal to the four-momentum:188

Ŝµp̂µ = 0 (6)

and has thus only three independent components. Par-189

ticularly, in the rest frame of the particle, it has vanishing190

time component. Because of these properties, for single191

particle states with definite four-momentum p it can be192

decomposed [27] along three spacelike vectors ni(p) with193

i = 1, 2, 3 orthogonal to p:194

Ŝµ =

3∑
i=1

Ŝi(p)ni(p)
µ (7)

It can be shown that the operators Ŝi(p) with i = 1, 2, 3195

obey the well known SU(2) commutation relations and196

they are indeed the generators of the little group, the197

group of transformations leaving p invariant for a massive198

particle. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that ŜµŜµ199

operator commutes with both momentum and spin (it is200

a Casimir of the full Poincaré group) and takes on the201

value S(S+ 1) where S is the spin of the particle over all202

states.203

The spin and polarization four-vectors can now be de-204

fined by a straighforward extension of the eqs. (3), (4),205

namely:206

Sµ = 〈Ŝµ〉 ≡ tr(ρ̂ Ŝµ) (8)

and207

Pµ = 〈Ŝµ〉/S (9)

In the particle rest frame, both four-vectors have van-208

ishing time component and effectively reduce to three-209

vectors. Henceforth, they will be denoted with an aster-210

isk, that is:211

S∗ = (0,S∗) P ∗ = (0,P∗) (10)

Obviously, they will have non-trivial transformation re-212

lations among different inertial frames, unlike in non-213

relativistic quantum mechanics where they are simply214

invariant under a galilean transformation.215

For an assembly of particles, or in relativistic quan-216

tum field theory, the mean single-particle spin vector of217

a particle with momentum p can be written:218

Sµ(p) = − 1

2m
εµνρλ

∑
σ tr

(
ρ̂ Ĵνρp̂λa

†
p,σap,σ

)
∑
σ tr(ρ̂ a†p,σap,σ)

(11)

where ρ̂ is the density operator, Ĵ and p̂ are the total219

angular momentum and four-momentum operators, aσ,p220

is the destruction operator of a particle with momentum221

p and spin component (or helicity) σ.222

III. THE THERMAL APPROACH223

A. Non-relativistic limit224

Suppose we have a non-relativistic particle at equilib-225

rium in a thermal bath at temperature T in a rotating226

vessel at an angular velocity ω (corresponding to a uni-227

form vorticity according to eq. (1) and we want to cal-228

culate its mean spin vector according to eq. (3). As spin229

is quantum, we have to use the appropriate density op-230

erator ρ̂ for this system at equilibrium, that in this case231

reads [28, 29]:232

ρ̂ =
1

Z
exp[−Ĥ/T + νQ̂/T + ω · Ĵ/T + µ̂ ·B/T ]

=
1

Z
exp[−Ĥ/T + νQ̂/T + ω · (L̂ + Ŝ)/T + µ̂ ·B/T ]]

(12)

where for completeness we have included a conserved233

charges Q̂ (ν being the corresponding chemical poten-234

tials) and a constant and uniform external magnetic field235

B (µ̂ = µŜ/S being the magnetic moment). Indeed, the236

angular velocity ω plays the role of a chemical potential237

for the angular momentum and particularly for the spin.238

If the constant angular velocity ω, as well as the constant239

magnetic field B are parallel, the above density operator240

can be diagonalized in the basis of eigenvectors of the spin241

operator component parallel to ω, Ŝ · ω̂, thereby giving242

rise to a probability distribution for its different eigen-243

values m. Specifically, the different probabilities read:244

w[T,B, ω](m) =
exp

[
µB/S+ω

T m
]

∑S
m=−S exp

[
µB/S+ω

T m
] (13)

The distribution eq. (13) may now be used to estimate245

the spin vector in eq. (3). Indeed, the only non-vanishing246

component of the spin vector is along the angular velocity247
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direction; for the simpler case with B = 0 this reads:248

S = ω̂

∑S
m=−Sm exp

[
ω
Tm
]∑S

m=−S exp
[
ω
Tm
]

= ω̂
∂

∂(ω/T )

S∑
m=−S

exp
[ω
T
m
]

= ω̂
∂

∂(ω/T )

sinh[(S + 1/2)ω/T ]

sinh[ω/2T ]
(14)

where ω̂ is the unit vector along the direction of ω. In249

most circumstances, (relativistic heavy ion collisions as250

well) the ratio between ω and T is very small and a first251

order expansion of the above expressions turns out to be252

a very good approximation. Thus, the eq. (14) becomes:253

254

S ' ω̂
∑S
m=−Sm

2ω/T

2S + 1
=
S(S + 1)

3

ω

T
(15)

We can now specify the polarization vector for the par-255

ticles with lowest spins. For S = 1/2 the eqs. (14) and256

(15) imply:257

S =
1

2
P =

1

2
tanh(ω/2T )ω̂ ' 1

4

ω

T
; (16)

for S = 1:258

S = P =
2 sinh(ω/T )

1 + 2 cosh(ω/T )
ω̂ ' 2

3

ω

T
; (17)

and finally, for S = 3/2:259

S =
3

2
P

=
(3/2) sinh(3ω/2T ) + (1/2) sinh(ω/2T )

cosh(3ω/2T ) + cosh(ω/2T )
ω̂ ' 5

4

ω

T
.(18)

If the magnetic field is parallel to the vorticity, magnetic260

effects may be included by substituting:261

ω → ω + µB/S (19)

in equations (14-18).262

B. Relativistic case263

As it has been mentioned at the beginning of this sec-264

tion, all above formulae apply to the case of an individ-265

ual (i.e. Boltzmann statistics) non-relativistic particle at266

global thermodynamic equilibrium with a constant tem-267

perature, uniform angular velocity and magnetic field. It268

therefore must be a good approximation when the phys-269

ical conditions are not far from those, namely a non-270

relativistic fluid made of non-relativistic particles with a271

slowly varying temperature, vorticity (1) and magnetic272

field. However, at least in relativistic nuclear collisions,273

the fluid velocity is relativistic, massive particles with274

spin may be produced with momenta comparable to their275

mass, and the local relativistic vorticity - whatever it is276

- may not be uniform. Furthermore, there is a general277

issue of what is the proper relativistic extension of the278

angular velocity or the ratio ω/T appearing in all above279

formulae. The fully relativistic ideal gas with spin, in the280

Boltzmann approximation, at global equilibrium with ro-281

tation was studied in detail in refs. [14, 30]. Therein, it282

was found that the spin vector in the rest frame, for a283

particle with spin S is given by:284

S∗ = SP∗ =
∂

∂(ω/T )

sinh[(S + 1/2)ω/T ]

sinh[ω/2T ]

×
[
ε

m
ω̂ − 1

m(ε+m)
(ω̂ · p)p

]
(20)

where p is the momentum and ε the energy of the particle285

in the frame where the fluid is rotating with a rigid veloc-286

ity field at a constant angular velocity ω, i.e. v = ω×x.287

It can be seen that the rest frame spin vector has a com-288

ponent along its momentum, unlike in the non-relativistic289

case, which vanishes in the low velocity limit according290

to the non-relativistic formula (14). Note that eq. (20)291

is derived in the approximation ω/T � m/ε [14] and the292

polarization is always less then unity.293

The extension of these results to a fluid or a gas in294

a local thermodynamic equilibrium situation, such as295

that which is assumed to occur in the so-called hydro-296

dynamic stage of the nuclear collision at high energy, as297

well as the inclusion of quantum statistics effects, requires298

more powerful theoretical tools. Particularly, if we want299

to describe the polarization of particles locally, a suit-300

able approach requires the calculation of the quantum-301

relativistic Wigner function and the spin tensor. By us-302

ing such an approach, the mean spin vector of 1/2 parti-303

cles with four-momentum p, produced around point x at304

the leading order in the thermal vorticity was found to305

be [15]:306

Sµ(x, p) = − 1

8m
(1− nF )εµρστpτ$ρσ (21)

where nF = (1 + exp[β(x) · p − ν(x)Q/T (x)] + 1)−1 is307

the Fermi-Dirac distribution and $ is given by eq. 2308

at the point x. This equation is suitable for the situ-309

ation of relativistic heavy ion collisions, where one deals310

with a local thermodynamic equilibrium hypersurface Σ311

where hydrodynamic stage ceases and particle descrip-312

tion sets in. It is the leading local thermodynamic equi-313

librium expression and it does not include dissipative cor-314

rections. It has been recovered with a different approach315

in ref. [31]. It is worth emphasizing that, according to316

the formula (21) thermal vorticity rather than kinemati-317

cal vorticity ∂µuν−∂νuµ is responsible for the mean par-318

ticle spin. There is a deep theoretical reason for this: the319

four-vector β in eq. (2) is a more fundamental vector for320

thermodynamic equilibrium in relativity than the veloc-321

ity u because it becomes a Killing vector field at global322

equilibrium [32]. Hence, the expansion of the equilib-323

rium, or local equilibrium, density operator, involves β324
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gradients as a parameter and not the gradients of veloc-325

ity and temperature separately [33]. To illustrate this326

statement, it is worth mentioning that, in a relativistic327

rotating gas at equilibrium, with velocity field v = ω×x328

and T = T0/
√

1− v2, with T0 constant, $ is a constant,329

whereas the kinematical vorticity is not.330

It is instructive to check that the eq. (21) yields, in the331

non-relativistic and global equilibrium limit, the formulae332

obtained in the first part of this Section. First of all, at333

low momentum, in eq. (21) one can keep only the term334

corresponding to τ = 0 and p0 ' m, so that S0 ' 0 and:335

336

Sµ(x, p) ' −εµρσ0 1− nF
8

$ρσ (22)

Then, the condition of global equilibrium makes the ther-337

mal vorticity field constant and equal to the ratio of a338

constant angular velocity ω and a constant temperature339

T [32] that is:340

−1

2
εijk0$jk =

1

T0
ωi (23)

Finally, in the Boltzmann statistics limit 1−nF ' 1 and341

one finally gets the spin 3-vector as:342

S(x, p) ' 1

4

ω

T
(24)

which is the same result as in eq. (16).343

The formula (21) has another interesting interpreta-344

tion: the mean spin vector is proportional to the axial345

thermal vorticity vector seen by the particle along its346

motion, that is comoving. Indeed, an antisymmetric ten-347

sor can be decomposed into two spacelike vectors, one348

axial and one polar, seen by an observer with velocity u349

(the subscript c stands for comoving):350

$µ
c = −1

2
εµρστ$ρσuτ αµc = $µνuν (25)

in much the same way as the electromagnetic field ten-351

sor Fµν can be decomposed into a comoving electric and352

magnetic field. Thus, the eq. (21) can be rewritten as:353

Sµ(x, p) =
1

4
(1− nF )$µ

c (26)

like in the non-relativistic case, provided that $µ
c is the354

thermal vorticity axial vector in the particle comoving355

frame.356

To get the experimentally observable quantity, that is357

the spin vector of some particle species as a function of358

the four-momentum, one has to integrate the above ex-359

pressions over the particlization hypersurface Σ:360

Sµ(p) =

∫
dΣλp

λf(x, p)Sµ(x, p)∫
dΣλpλf(x, p)

(27)

The mean spin vector i.e. averaged over momentum, of361

some S = 1/2 particle species, can be then expressed as:362

363

Sµ =
1

N

∫
d3p

p0

∫
dΣλp

λnF (x, p)Sµ(x, p) (28)

where N =
∫

d3p
p0

∫
dΣλp

λnF (x, p) is the average number

of particles produced at the particlization surface. One
can also derive the expression of the spin vector in the rest
frame from (28) taking into account Lorentz invariance
of most of the factors in it:

S∗µ =
1

N

∫
d3p

p0

∫
dΣλp

λnF (x, p)S∗µ(x, p) (29)

Looking at the eq. (26), one would say that a measure-364

ment of the mean spin vector provides an estimate of the365

mean comoving thermal vorticity axial vector.366

As has been mentioned, the formula (21) applies to367

spin 1/2 particles. However, a very plausible extension368

to higher spins can be obtained by comparing the global369

equilibrium expression (20) for particles with spin S in370

the Boltzmann statistics, with the first-order expansion371

in the thermal vorticity for spin 1/2 eq. (21). Taking into372

account that the thermal vorticity should replace ω/T373

and the ω/T � 1 expansion in eq. (15), one obtains, in374

the Boltzmann limit:375

Sµ(x, p) ' − 1

2m

S(S + 1)

3
εµρστpτ$ρσ (30)

and the corresponding integrations over the hypersurface376

Σ and momentum similar to eqs. (27) and (28).377

Finally, we would like to mention that the formula (30)378

could be naturally extended to include the electromag-379

netic field by simply replacing $ρσ with $ρσ + µFρσ/S,380

in agreement with the non-relativistic distribution in381

eq. (12).382

Sµ(x, p) ' − 1

2m

S(S + 1)

3
εµρστpτ

(
$ρσ −

µ

S
Fρσ

)
(31)

and, by using the comoving axial thermal vorticity vector383

and the comoving magnetic field:384

Sµ(x, p) ' S(S + 1)

3

(
$µ

c +
µ

S
Bµc

)
(32)

IV. Λ POLARIZATION MEASUREMENT385

The most straightforward way to detect a global po-386

larization in relativistic nuclear collisions is focussing on387

Λ hyperons. As they decay weakly violating parity, in388

the Λ rest frame the daughter proton is predominantly389

emitted along the Λ polarization:390

dN

dΩ∗
=

1

4π
(1 + αΛP∗Λ · p̂∗) , (33)

where αΛ = −αΛ̄ ≈ 0.642 is the Λ decay constant [34].391

p̂∗ is the unit vector along the proton momentum and P∗392

the polarization vector of the Λ, both in Λ’s rest frame.393

For a global polarization measurement, one also needs394

to know the direction of the total angular momentum,395

along which the local thermal vorticity will be preferen-396

tially aligned. This direction can be reconstructed by397
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measuring the directed flow of the projectile spectators398

(which conventionally is taken as a positive x direction in399

the description of any anisotropic flow [35]). Recently it400

was shown that spectators, on average, deflect outward401

from the centerline of the collision [36]. Thus, measuring402

this deflection provides information about the orienta-403

tion of the nuclei during the collision (i.e. the impact404

parameter b) and the direction of the angular momen-405

tum. One can also use for this purpose the flow of pro-406

duced particles if their relative orientation with respect407

to the spectator flow is known. For heavy ion collisions408

the direction of the system orbital momentum on average409

coincides with the direction of the magnetic field.410

Finally, because the reaction plane angle can not be411

reconstructed exactly in experiments, one has to correct412

for the reaction plane resolution. In order to apply the413

standard flow methods for such a correction, it is conve-414

nient first to ’project’ the distribution eq.33 on the trans-415

verse plane, restricting the analysis to the difference in416

azimuths of the proton emission and that of the reaction417

plane. One arrives at [11]:418

PΛ =
8

παΛ

〈
sin(Ψ

(1)
EP − φ∗p)

〉
R

(1)
EP

, (34)

where Ψ
(1)
EP is the first harmonic (directed flow) event419

plane (e.g. determined by the deflection of projectile420

spectators) and R
(1)
EP is the corresponding event plane421

resolution (see Ref. [11] for the discussion of the detector422

acceptance effects).423

It should be pointed out that in relativistic heavy ion424

collisions the electromagnetic field may also play a role425

in determining the polarization of produced particles. If426

we keep the assumption of local thermodynamic equilib-427

rium, one can apply the formulae (31), (32). However,428

as yet, it is not clear if the spin degrees of freedom will429

respond to a variation of thermal vorticity as quickly as430

to a variation of the electromagnetic field. If the relax-431

ation times were sizeably different, one would estimate432

thermal vorticity and magnetic field from the measured433

polarization (see Section VI) at different times in the pro-434

cess. The magnetic moments of particles and antiparti-435

cles have opposite signs, so the effect of the electromag-436

netic field is a splitting in global polarization of particles437

and antiparticles. Particularly, the Λ magnetic moment438

is µΛ ≈ −0.61µN = −0.61e/(2mp) [34] and, under the439

assumption above, one can take advantage of a differ-440

ence in the polarization of primary Λs and Λ̄s (i.e. those441

emitted directly at hadronization) to estimate the (mean442

comoving) magnetic field:443

eB ≈ −∆P primmpT/0.61 (35)

where mp is the proton mass, and ∆P prim ≡ P prim
Λ −444

P prim

Λ
is the difference in polarization of primary Λ and445

Λ. An (absolute) difference in the polarization of pri-446

mary Λ’s of of 0.1% then would correspond to a mag-447

netic field of the order of ∼ 10−2m2
π, well within the448

range of theoretical estimates [37–39]. However, we warn449

that equation 35 should not be applied to experimental450

measurements without a detailed accounting for polar-451

ized feed-down effects, which are discussed in Section VI.452

Finally, we note that a small difference between Λ and453

Λ̄ polarization could also be due to the finite baryon454

chemical potential making the factor (1−nF ) in eq. (21)455

different for particles and antiparticles; this Fermi statis-456

tics effect might be relevant only at low collision energies.457

V. SPIN ALIGNMENT OF VECTOR MESONS458

The global polarization of vector mesons, such as φ or459

K∗, can be accessed via the so-called spin alignment [40,460

41]. Parity is conserved in the strong decays of those461

particles and, as a consequence, the daughter particle462

distribution is the same for the states Sz = ±1. In fact,463

it is different for the state Sz = 0, and this fact can be464

used to determine a polarization of the parent particle.465

By referring to eq. (13), in the thermal approach the466

deviation of the probability for the state Sz = 0 from467

1/3, is only of the second order in $:468

p0 =
1

1 + 2 cosh$c
≈ 1

3 +$2
c

≈ 1

3
(1−$2

c/3), (36)

which could make this measurement difficult. Similarly469

difficult will be the detection of the global polarization470

with the help of other strong decay channels, e.g. pro-471

posed in Ref. [42].472

VI. ACCOUNTING FOR DECAYS473

According to eq. (31) (or, in the non-relativistic limit,474

equations 15-18), the polarization of primary Λ hyper-475

ons provides a measurement of the (comoving) thermal476

vorticity and the (comoving) magnetic field of the sys-477

tem that emits them. However, only a fraction of all478

detected Λ and Λ̄ hyperons are produced directly at the479

hadronization stage and are thus primary. Indeed, a large480

fraction thereof stems from decays of heavier particles481

and one should correct for feed-down from higher-lying482

resonances when trying to extract information about the483

vorticity and the magnetic field from the measurement of484

polarization. Particularly, the most important feed-down485

channels involve the strong decays of Σ∗ → Λ + π, the486

electromagnetic decay Σ0 → Λ + γ, and the weak decay487

Ξ→ Λ + π.488489

When polarized particles decay, their daughters are490

themselves polarized because of angular momentum con-491

servation. The amount of polarization which is inherited492

by the daughter particle, or transferred from the parent493

to the daughter, in general depends on the momentum494

of the daughter in the rest frame of the parent. As long495

as one is interested in the mean, momentum-integrated,496

spin vector in the rest frame, a simple linear rule applies497
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Decay C

parity-conserving: 1/2+ → 1/2+ 0− −1/3

parity-conserving: 1/2− → 1/2+ 0− 1

parity-conserving: 3/2+ → 1/2+ 0− 1/3

parity-conserving: 3/2− → 1/2+ 0− −1/5
Ξ0 → Λ + π0 +0.900
Ξ− → Λ + π− +0.927
Σ0 → Λ + γ -1/3

TABLE I. Polarization transfer factors C (see eq. (37)) for
important decays X → Λ(Σ)π

(see Appendix A), that is:498

S∗D = CS∗P (37)

where P is the parent particle, D the daughter and C499

a coefficient whose expression (see Appendix A) may or500

may not depend on the dynamical amplitudes. In many501

two-body decays, the conservation laws constrain the fi-502

nal state to such an extent that the coefficient C is inde-503

pendent of the dynamical matrix elements. This happens,504

e.g., in the strong decay Σ∗(1385)→ Λπ and the electro-505

magnetic Σ0 → Λγ decay, whereas it does not in Ξ→ Λπ506

decays, which is a weak decay.507

If the decay products have small momenta com-508

pared to their masses, one would expect that the spin509

transfer coefficient C was determined by the usual510

quantum-mechanical angular momentum addition rules511

and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, as the spin vector would512

not change under a change of frame. Surprisingly, this513

holds in the relativistic case provided that the coefficient514

C is independent of the dynamics, as it is shown in Ap-515

pendix A. In this case, C is independent of Lorentz fac-516

tors β or γ of the daughter particles in the rest frame of517

the parent, unlike naively expected. This feature makes518

C a simple rational number in all cases where the conser-519

vation laws fully constrain it. The polarization transfer520

coefficients C of several important baryons decaying to Λs521

are reported in table (I) and their calculation described522

in detail in Appendix A.523

Taking the feed-down into account, the measured mean524

Λ spin vector along the angular momentum direction can525

then be expressed as:526

S∗,meas
Λ =

∑
R

[
fΛRCΛR − 1

3fΣ0RCΣ0R

]
S∗R. (38)

This formula accounts for direct feed-down of a particle-527

resonance R to a Λ, as well as the two-step decay R →528

Σ0 → Λ; these are the only significant feed-down paths529

to a Λ. In the eq.( 38), fΛR (fΣ0R) is the fraction of530

measured Λ’s coming from R → Λ (R → Σ0 → Λ).531

The spin transfer to the Λ in the direct decay is denoted532

CΛR, while CΣ0R represents the spin transfer from R to533

the daughter Σ0. The explicit factor of − 1
3 is the spin534

transfer coefficient from the Σ0 to the daughter Λ from535

the decay Σ0 → Λ + γ.536

In terms of polarization (see eq. (15)):537

Pmeas
Λ = 2

∑
R

[
fΛRCΛR − 1

3fΣ0RCΣ0R

]
SRPR (39)

where SR is the spin of the particle R. The sums in equa-538

tions (38) and (39) are understood to include terms for539

the contribution of primary Λs and Σ0s. These equations540

are readily extended to include additional multiple-step541

decay chains that terminate in a Λ daughter, although542

such contributions would be very small.543

Therefore, in the limit of small polarization, the polar-544

izations of measured (including primary as well as sec-545

ondary) Λ and Λ are linearly related to the mean (co-546

moving) thermal vorticity and magnetic field according547

to eq. (32) or eq. (15), and these physical quantities may548

be extracted from measurement as:549


$c

Bc/T

 =


2
3

∑
R

(
fΛR CΛR − 1

3fΣ0R CΣ0R

)
SR(SR + 1) 2

3

∑
R

(
fΛR CΛR − 1

3fΣ0R CΣ0R

)
(SR + 1)µR

2
3

∑
R

(
fΛR CΛR −

1
3fΣ

0
R
C

Σ
0
R

)
SR(SR + 1) 2

3

∑
R

(
fΛR CΛR −

1
3fΣ

0
R
C

Σ
0
R

)
(SR + 1)µR


−1

Pmeas
Λ

Pmeas
Λ

 .

(40)

In the eq. (40), R stands for antibaryons that feed down550

into measured Λs. The polarization transfer is the same551

for baryons and antibaryons (CΛR = CΛR) and the mag-552

netic moment has opposite sign (µR = −µR).553

According to the THERMUS model [43], tuned to554

reproduce semi-central Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN =555

19.6 GeV, fewer than 25% of measured Λs and Λs are556

primary, while more than 60% may be attributed to feed-557

down from primary Σ∗, Σ0 and Ξ baryons.558

The remaining ∼ 15% come from small contribu-559

tions from a large number higher-lying resonances such560

as Λ(1405),Λ(1520),Λ(1600),Σ(1660) and Σ(1670). We561

find that, for B = 0, their contributions to the measured562

Λ polarization largely cancel each other, due to alternat-563

ing signs of the polarization transfer factors. Their net564

effect, then, is essentially a 15% “dilution,” contribut-565

ing Λs to the measurement with no effective polarization.566

Since the magnetic moments of these baryons are unmea-567
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sured, it is not clear what their contribution to PΛmeas568

would be when B 6= 0. However, it is reasonable to as-569

sume it would be small, as the signs of both the transfer570

coefficients and the magnetic moments will fluctuate.571

Accounting for feed-down is crucial for quantitative es-572

timates of vorticity and magnetic field based on exper-573

imental measurements of the global polarization of hy-574

perons, as we illustrate with an example, using
√
sNN =575

19.6 GeV THERMUS feed-down probabilities. Let us as-576

sume that the thermal vorticity is $ = 0.1 and the mag-577

netic field isB = 0. In this case, according to eq. (16), the578

primary hyperon polarizations are P prim
Λ = P prim

Λ
= 0.05.579

However, the measured polarizations would be Pmeas
Λ =580

0.0395 and Pmeas
Λ

= 0.0383. The two measured values581

differ because the finite baryochemical potential at these582

energies leads to slightly different feed-down fractions for583

baryons and anti-baryons.584

Hence, failing to account for feed-down when using585

equation 16 would lead to a ∼ 20% underestimate of the586

thermal vorticity. Even more importantly, if the splitting587

between Λ and Λ polarizations were attributed entirely588

to magnetic effects (i.e. if one neglected to account for589

feed-down effects), equation (35) would yield an erro-590

neous estimate B ≈ −0.015m2
π. This erroneous estimate591

has roughly the magnitude of the magnetic field expected592

in heavy ion collisions, but points the in the “wrong” di-593

rection, i.e. opposite the vorticity. In other words, in the594

absence of feed-down effects, a magnetic field is expected595

to cause PΛ > PΛ, whereas feed-down in the absence of596

a magnetic field will produce a splitting of the opposite597

sign.598

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS599

The nearly-perfect fluid generated in non-central heavy600

ion collisions is characterized by a huge vorticity and601

magnetic field, both of which can induce a global polar-602

ization of the final hadrons. Conversely, a measurement603

of polarization makes it possible to estimate the thermal604

vorticity as well as the electromagnetic field developed in605

the plasma stage of the collision. As the thermal vorticity606

appears to be strongly dependent on the hydrodynamic607

initial conditions, polarization is a very sensitive probe608

of the QGP formation process. Pinning down (thermal)609

vorticity and magnetic field is also very important for610

the quantitative assessment of thus-far unobserved QCD611

effects, such as the chiral magnetic and chiral vortical612

effects.613

We have summarized and elucidated the thermal ap-614

proach to the calculation of the polarization of particles615

in relativistic heavy ion collisions, based on the assump-616

tion of local thermodynamic equilibrium of the spin de-617

grees of freedom at hadronization. We have put forward618

an extension of the formulae for spin 1/2 particles to par-619

ticles with any spin, with an educated guess based on620

the global equilibrium case. The extension to any spin is621

needed to account for feed-down contributions that are622

crucial to make a proper estimate of the polarization at623

the hadronization stage.624

We have discussed in detail how polarization is trans-625

ferred to the decay products in a decay process and626

shown that a simple linear propagation rule applies to627

the momentum-averaged rest-frame spin vectors. We628

have developed the general formulae for the polarization629

transfer coefficients in two-body decays and carried out630

the explicit calculations for the most important decays631

involving a Λ hyperon. We have shown how to take the632

decays into account for the extraction of thermal vortic-633

ity and magnetic field. It should be stressed, though,634

that the extraction of such quantities at hadronization635

relies on the aforementioned assumption of local thermo-636

dynamic equilibrium; it is still unclear whether this is637

correct for the electromagnetic field term.638

The feed-down corrections can be significant, reducing639

the measured polarizations by ∼ 20%, as compared to640

the polarization of primary particles at RHIC energies.641

More importantly, feed-down may generate a splitting642

between measured Λ and Λ polarizations of roughly the643

same magnitude as the splitting expected from magnetic644

effects. Fortunately, at finite baryochemical potential,645

the two splittings have opposite sign, so that feed-down646

effects should not “artificially” mock up magnetic effects.647

Finally, it must be pointed out that there is a further648

effect, in fact much harder to assess, which can affect the649

reconstruction of the polarization of primary particles,650

that is post-hadronization interactions. Indeed, hadronic651

elastic interaction may involve a spin flip which, presum-652

ably, randomizes the spin direction of primary as well as653

secondary particles, thus decreasing the estimated mean654

global polarization.655
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Appendix A: Polarization transfer in two-body666

decay667

We want to calculate the polarization which is inher-668

ited by the Λ hyperons in decays of polarized higher ly-669

ing states and, particularly, Σ∗ → Λπ, Σ0 → Λγ and670

Ξ → Λπ. The goal is to determine the mean spin vec-671

tor in the Λ rest frame, as a function of the mean spin672

vector of the decaying particle in its rest frame. We will673
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finally show that the equation (37) applies and we will674

determine the exact expression of the coefficient C.675

We will work out the exact relativistic result. In a676

relativistic framework, the use of the helicity basis is677

very convenient; for a complete description of the helic-678

ity and alternative spin formalisms, we refer the reader679

to refs. [26, 27, 44] For a particle with spin J and spin680

projection along the z axis M in its rest frame (in the rest681

frame helicity coincides with the eigenvalue of the spin682

operators Ŝ, conventionally Ŝ3, see text) decaying into683

two particles A and B, the final state |ψ〉 can be written684

as a superposition of states with definite momentum and685

helicities:686

|ψ〉 ∝
∑
λA,λB

∫
dΩ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ |p, λA, λB〉T J(λA, λB)

(A1)
where p is the momentum of either particle, θ and ϕ its
spherical coordinates dΩ = sin θdθdϕ the corresponding
infinitesimal solid angle, DJ is the Wigner rotation ma-
trix in the representation of spin J , T J(λA, λB) are the
reduced dynamical amplitudes depending only on the fi-
nal helicities and:

λ = λA − λB
The mean relativistic spin vector of, e.g., the particle

A after the decay is given by:

Sµ = 〈ψ|ŜµA|ψ〉

with 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1, hence:687

Sµ =
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

∫
dΩ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)Mλ′

× 〈λ′A|Ŝ
µ
A|λA〉T

J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗

×

 ∑
λA,λB

∫
dΩ |DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ |2|T J(λA, λB)|2

−1

=
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

∫
dΩ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)Mλ′

× 〈λ′A|Ŝ
µ
A|λA〉T

J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗

×

 4π

2J + 1

∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A2)

where we have used the known integrals of the Wigner

D matrices and the fact that the operator ŜA does not
change the momentum eigenvalues as well as the helicity
of the particle B. This operator can be decomposed as in
eq. (7), with ni(p) being three spacelike unit vectors or-
thogonal to the four-momentum p. They can be obtained
by applying the so-called standard Lorentz transforma-
tion [p] turning the unit time vector t̂ into the direction
of the four-momentum p [27], to the three space axis vec-
tors ei, namely:

ni(p) = [p](ei)

so that (we have temporarily dropped the subscript A for688

the sake of simplicity):689

Ŝ =
∑
i

Ŝini(p) = [p](
∑
i

Ŝiei) (A3)

by taking advantage of the linearity of [p]. It is conve-690

nient to rewrite the sum in the argument of [p] along the691

spherical vector basis e+, e−, e0 which is used to define692

the DJ matrix elements:693

e+ = − 1√
2

(e1 + ie2)

e− =
1√
2

(e1 − ie2)

e0 = e3

so that:694 ∑
i

Ŝiei = − 1√
2
Ŝ−e+ +

1√
2
Ŝ+e− + Ŝ0e0 (A4)

where Ŝ± = Ŝ1 ± iŜ2 are the familiar ladder operators.
With these operators, we can now easily calculate the
spin matrix elements in eq. (A2) because their action
onto helicity kets |λ〉 is precisely the familiar one onto
eigenstates of the z projection of angular momentum with
eigenvalue λ, e.g.:

〈λ′|Ŝ0|λ〉 = λδλ,λ′

and in general, using eqs. (A3) and (A4), we can write:695

〈λ′A|ŜA|λA〉 =

1∑
n=−1

an〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉[p](en) (A5)

where an = −n/
√

2 + δn,0.696

To work out the eq. (A5), we need to find an expression
of the standard transformation [p]. In principle, it can be
freely chosen, but the choice which makes λ the particle
helicity [44, 45] is the composition of a Lorentz boost
along the z axis of hyperbolic angle ξ such that sinh ξ =
‖p‖/m, followed by a rotation around the y axis of angle
θ and a rotation around the z axis by an angle ϕ (see
above):

[p] = Rz(ϕ)Ry(θ)Lz(ξ)

Thus:697

[p](e±) = Rz(ϕ)Ry(θ)Lz(ξ)(e±)

= Rz(ϕ)Ry(θ)(e±) =

1∑
l=−1

D1(ϕ, θ, 0)l±1el

because e± is invariant under a boost along the z axis.698

Conversely, e0 is not invariant under the Lorentz boost699

and:700

[p](e0) = cosh ξRz(ϕ)Ry(θ)(e0) + sinh ξRz(ϕ)Ry(θ)(t̂)

=

1∑
l=−1

ε

m
D1(ϕ, θ, 0)l0el +

p

m
t̂
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where p) = ‖p‖, ε =
√

p2 +m2 is the energy and t̂ is the701

unit vector in the time direction. We can now plug the702

above two equations into the eq. (A5) to get:703

〈λ′A|ŜA|λA〉 =
∑
l,n

bnD
1(ϕ, θ, 0)ln〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉el

+λAδλA,λ′A

p

m
t̂ (A6)

where bn = −n/
√

2 + γδn,0 with γ = ε/m the Lorentz704

factor of the decayed particle A in the rest frame of the705

decaying particle.706

We can now write down the fully expanded expression707

of the mean spin vector S in eq. (A2). The time com-708

ponent is especially simple; by using the eq. (A6) one709

has:710

S0 =
p

m

∑
λA,λB

λA

∫
dΩ |DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ |2|T J(λA, λB)|2

×

 4π

2J + 1

∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A7)

and after integrating over Ω:711

S0 =
p

m

∑
λA,λB

λA|T J(λA, λB)|2∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
(A8)

Similarly, the space component reads:712

S =
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

T J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗
∑
n,l

〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉

×bn
∫

dΩ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)Mλ′D
1(ϕ, θ, 0)lnel

×

 4π

2J + 1

∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A9)

We note that the integrands in the angular variables713

θ, ϕ in both eqs. (A7) and (A9) are proportional to the714

mean relativistic spin vector at some momentum p, that715

is S(p). The angular integrals in the eq. (A9) are known716

and can be expressed in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-717

cients:718

S =
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

T J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗
∑
n,l

〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉

×bn〈JM |J1|Ml〉〈Jλ|J1|λ′n〉el

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

=
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

T J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗
∑
n

〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉

×bn〈JM |J1|M0〉〈Jλ|J1|λ′n〉e0

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A10)

Note that the only non-vanishing spatial component of719

the mean relativistic spin vector is the along the z axis,720

being proportional to e0 = e3. This is a result of ro-721

tational invariance, as the decaying particle is polarized722

along this axis by construction.723

What we have calculated so far is the mean relativistic
spin vector in the decaying particle rest frame. However,
one is also interested in the same vector in the decayed
(that is A) particle rest frame. For some momentum p,
it can be obtained by means of a Lorentz boost:

S∗(p) = S(p)− p

ε(ε+m)
S(p) · p

Since S(p) · p = S0(p)ε as S is a four-vector orthogonal724

to p, we can obtain the mean, i.e. momentum integrated,725

vector:726

S∗ = 〈S∗(p)〉 = 〈S(p)〉 − 1

ε+m
〈pS0(p)〉

= S− 1

ε+m
〈pS0(p)〉 (A11)

The first term on the right hand side is the vector in
eq. (A10), while for the second term we have, from
eq. (A7) and using:

p = p

1∑
l=−1

D1(ϕ, θ, 0)l0el

727

〈pS0(p)〉 =
p2

m

∑
λA,λB

λA|T J(λA, λB)|2
1∑

l=−1

el

×
∫

dΩ |DJ(ϕ, θ, 0)M∗λ |2D1(ϕ, θ, 0)l0

×

 4π

2J + 1

∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

=
p2

m

∑
λA,λB

λA|T J(λA, λB)|2
1∑

l=−1

el

×〈JM |J1|Ml〉〈Jλ|J1|λ0〉

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

=
p2

m

∑
λA,λB

λA|T J(λA, λB)|2〈JM |J1|M0〉〈Jλ|J1|λ0〉e0

×

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A12)

By substituting eqs. (A12) and (A10) into the eq. (A11)728
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one finally gets:729

S∗ =
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

T J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗
∑
n

〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉

×cn〈JM |J1|M0〉〈Jλ|J1|λ′n〉e0

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A13)

with:730

cn = − n√
2

+

(
γ − β2γ2

γ + 1

)
δn,0 = − n√

2
+ δn,0 (A14)

Note the disappearance of any dependence on the en-731

ergy of the decay product, i.e. on the masses involved732

in the decay, once the mean relativistic spin vector is733

back-boosted to its rest frame (see also eqs (A16),(A17).734

The mean spin vector in eq. (A13) pertains to a de-
caying particle in the state |JM〉, that is in a definite

eigenstate of its spin operator Ŝz in its rest frame. For
a mixed state with probabilities PM , one is to calculate
the weighted average. Since:

〈JM |J1|M0〉 =
M√

J(J + 1)

the weighted average turns out to be:735

S∗ =
∑
M

MPMe0

∑
λA,λB ,λ′A

T J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗

×
1∑

n=−1

〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉
cn√

J(J + 1)
〈Jλ|J1|λ′n〉

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A15)

Now, since
∑
M MPMe0 is but the mean relativistic spin736

vector of the decaying particle, from eq. (A15) we finally737

obtain that the mean spin vector of the decay product A738

in its rest frame is proportional to the spin vector of the739

decaying particle in its rest frame (see eq. (37):740

S∗A = CS∗ (A16)

with741

C =
∑

λA,λB ,λ′A

T J(λA, λB)T J(λ′A, λB)∗
1∑

n=−1

〈λ′A|ŜA,−n|λA〉

× cn√
J(J + 1)

〈Jλ|J1|λ′n〉

 ∑
λA,λB

|T J(λA, λB)|2
−1

(A17)

Note that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved in742

(A17) can be written as:743

〈Jλ|J1|λ0〉 =
λ√

J(J + 1)

〈Jλ|J1|(λ∓ 1)± 1〉 = ∓

√
(J ∓ λ+ 1)(J ± λ)

2J(J + 1)
(A18)

The proportionality between the two vectors as expressed744

by the eq. (A16) could have been predicted as, once the745

momentum integration is carried out, the only possible746

direction of the mean spin vector of the decay product is747

the direction of the mean spin of the decaying particle.748

In fact, the somewhat surprising feature of eq. (A17) is,749

as has been mentioned, the absence of an explicit depen-750

dence of C on the masses involved in the decays as cn in751

eq. (A14) is independent of them. There is of course an752

implicit dependence on the masses in the amplitudes T J ,753

but this can cancel out in several important instances.754

If the interaction driving the decay is parity-conserving755

- what is the case for decays involving the strong and756

electromagnetic forces Σ∗ → Λπ and Σ0 → Λγ - then757

there is a relation between the amplitudes [44]:758

T J(−λA,−λB) = ηηAηB(−1)J−SA−SB × T J(λA, λB)
(A19)

where η is the intrinsic parity of the decaying particle and759

ηA, ηB those of the massive decay products and SA, SB760

their spins. A similar relation holds with S = |λ| in761

eq. (A19) [26] if the particle is massless. Thus, in all762

cases, one has:763

|T J(−λA,−λB)|2 = |T J(λA, λB)|2 (A20)

The equations (A19),(A20) have interesting conse-764

quences. First of all, from eq. (A8) it can be readily765

realized that the time component of the mean relativistic766

spin vector vanishes. Secondly, if, because of the (A19),767

only one independent reduced matrix element is left in768

eq. (A17), the final mean spin vector will be independent769

of the dynamics and determined only by the conserva-770

tion laws. We will see that this is precisely the case for771

Σ∗ → Λπ and Σ0 → Λγ.772

1. Σ∗ → Λπ773

In this case λB = 0, λ = λA, J = 3/2 and T J(λ) is774

proportional to T J(−λ) through a phase factor, which775

turns out to be 1 from eq. (A19). Since |λ| = 1/2 there776

is only one independent reduced helicity amplitude and777

so the coefficient C simplifies to:778

C =
∑
λ,λ′

1∑
n=−1

〈λ′|ŜA,−n|λ〉
cn√

J(J + 1)

〈Jλ|J1|λ′n〉
2SΛ + 1

(A21)
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The three terms in the above sum with n = −1, 0,+1
have to be calculated separately. For n = 0 one obtains:

1

2

∑
λA

λ2
A

1

J(J + 1)
=

1

15

where we have used the first equation in (A18).779

For n = 1, the operator in eq. (A21) is Ŝ−, which
selects λ′ = −1/2 and, correspondingly, λ = 1/2. Simi-
larly, for n = −1, the ladder operator in eq. (A21) selects
the converse combination. From eq. (A18), the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients turn out to have the same magnitude
with opposite sign and, by using the eq. (A14), the con-
tribution of the n = ±1 turns out to be the same, that
is:

1

2

√
8

15

1√
2

1√
J(J + 1)

=
2

15

Therefore, the coefficient C is:780

C =
1

15
+ 2

2

15
=

1

3
(A22)

2. Σ0 → Λγ781

This case is fully relativistic as one of the final parti-
cles is a photon, hence the helicity basis is compelling.
Looking at the equation (A2) it can be seen that, for
J = 1/2:

|λ| = λA − λB = 1/2

Since B is a photon λB = ±1 and there are two cases:782

λB = 1 =⇒ λA = 1/2 =⇒ λ = −1/2

λB = −1 =⇒ λA = −1/2 =⇒ λ = 1/2

which in turn implies λ = −λA and λB = 2λA in783

eq. (A17). The same argument applies to λ′ = λ′A − λB ,784

so we conclude that λB = 2λ′A, whence λ′A = λA and785

λ = λ′. This in turn implies n = 0 in the eq. (A17),786

which then reads, with λB = 2λA:787

C =
∑
λA

λA|T J(λA, λB)|2 1√
J(J + 1)

×〈J − λA|J1| − λA0〉

(∑
λA

|T J(λA, λB)|2
)−1

(A23)

Like in the previous case, because of (A20), there is only788

one independent dynamical reduced squared matrix ele-789

ment, so eq. (A23) becomes:790

C =
∑
λA

λA
(−λA)

J(J + 1)

1

2SΛ + 1
(A24)

where we have used the first equation in (A18). Replac-
ing J, SΛ = 1/2, we recover the known result [46, 47]:

C = −1

3
3. Other parity-conserving (strong and791

electromagnetic) decays792

By using the same procedure as for the decay of Σ∗ it793

is possible to determine the factor C for more kinds of794

strong and electromagnetic decays into a 1/2
+

, such as Λ795

or Σ0 and a pion. The factors are reported in table (I).796

4. Ξ→ Λπ797

This decay is weak, thus parity is not conserved and798

we cannot use the previous arguments. The polarization799

transfer in this decay has been studied in detail in the800

past, however, and the Lee-Yang formula for weak Ξ de-801

cay quantifies the polarization of the daughter Λ in terms802

of three parameters, αΞ, βΞ, and γΞ [48, 49]:803

P∗Λ =
(αΞ + P∗Ξ · p̂Λ) p̂Λ + βΞP∗Ξ × p̂Λ + γΞp̂Λ × (P∗Ξ × p̂Λ)

1 + αΞP∗Ξ · p̂Λ
, (A25)

where p̂Λ is the unit vector of the Λ momentum in the Ξ804

frame.805

In the rest frame of the Ξ, the angular distribution of806

the Λ is:807

dN

dΩ
=

1

4π
(1 + αΞ−P∗Ξ · p̂Λ) , (A26)

As we have seen, rotational symmetry demands that the808

mean, momentum averaged P∗Λ is proportional to P∗Ξ ac-809

cording to eq. (37). Therefore we can obtain the relevant810

coefficient C by integrating (A25) along the direction of811

P∗ taken as z direction, weighted by the above angular812

distribution:813

CΛ Ξ =

∫
dΩ,

dN

dΩ
P∗Λ ·

P∗Ξ
P ∗Ξ

= 1
3 (2γΞ + 1) . (A27)

Using the measured [34] values for γΞ− and γΞ0 , the po-
larization transfers (which are the same as spin transfers,
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since SΞ = SΛ) are:

CΛΞ− = 1
3 (2× 0.89 + 1) = +0.927

CΛΞ0 = 1
3 (2× 0.85 + 1) = +0.900 (A28)
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